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Whereas the magnitude of the Rashba spin splitting at surfaces has been studied in detail, less is known about
its sign which determines the precise spin orientation of the electronic states. We investigate the microscopic
origin of this sign by spin-resolved photoemission experiments and first-principles calculations on the strongly
spin-orbit coupled surface states in Bi/Cu(111). We conclude that the sign of the Rashba splitting is determined
by the particular charge asymmetry near the atomic cores. The precise spin orientation on heavy-element surfaces
thus can comprise information on wave-function localizations and related aspects otherwise hardly accessible by
other experimental methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In a solid-state system that preserves both time-reversal and
spatial inversion symmetry the electronic states are necessarily
spin degenerate.1 This degeneracy is broken by the spin-
orbit interaction for electrons moving in two-dimensional
(2D) surface-, interface- or quantum-well geometries which
give rise to inversion-asymmetric confinement potentials.2,3
This Rashba effect is an important mechanism in the field
of spintronics as it can be utilized for the manipula-
tion of spin-polarized currents in designated semiconductor
heterojunctions.4,5 Particularly large Rashba splittings are
observed in the electronic structure of clean or monolayer
covered heavy-element surfaces.6–12 Related spin-splitting
mechanisms are found for the surface states on topological
insulators.13,14
The Rashba effect in a 2D electron gas leads to a
splitting of the free-electron dispersion via a potential gradient
perpendicular to the plane of confinement,
E±(k) = E0 + h¯
2k2
2m∗
± |α||k|, (1)
where m∗ is the effective mass and the absolute value of the
Rashba parameter α measures the size of the spin splitting [see
Fig. 1(a)]. The spin orientation of the states E± is then given
by
P±(k) = ± α|α| (−ky,kx,0)/|k|. (2)
In Eq. (2) we use the same sign convention as in Ref. 15.
The spin polarization vector P± is oriented in plane and
perpendicular to the wave vector. Furthermore, the branches
E± have opposite spin orientations P+ = −P−. The absolute
directions of P± are determined by the sign of the Rashba
parameter α.15,16 Note that the sign of the effective mass
defines whether the branch E+ (and accordingly E−) is the
outer or the inner branch in Fig. 1. As a result the spin
orientation of the inner and of the outer branch depend on
both the sign of the Rashba parameter and the sign of the
effective mass [see Fig. 1(b)].
Previous experimental and theoretical work gave increas-
ingly detailed insights into parameters that determine the
magnitude of the Rashba parameter in surface and thin-film
systems.6,11,17–29 In the present paper we address a related but
less explored issue, namely, the sign of the Rashba parameter
at surfaces. At first glance one may not expect the sign of α
to vary between different surfaces as the potential gradient
between crystal and vacuum probed by the surface-state wave
function should be similar for all systems. On the other hand,
Rashba-split quantum-well states in Pb/Si(111) show a spin
FIG. 1. (Color online) Dispersion in (a) and spin orientation in
(b) for the Rashba model in a two-dimensional electron gas: The
spin-orbit interaction splits the free-electron parabola (dashed line)
into the branches E±. The spin orientation, indicated by arrows, of the
inner and outer branch depends on the sign of the Rashba parameter
α and of the effective mass m∗.
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orientation that is reversed when compared to the Shockley-
type surface state on Au(111).30 This has been attributed to
competing effects at the two terminating interfaces of the Pb
film.
In this paper we investigate the sign of the Rashba splitting
at surfaces and its microscopic origin using spin- and angle-
resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (SARPES) for the surface
alloy Bi/Cu(111). The measured spin orientation in Bi/Cu(111)
is in accordance with Eq. (2) and implies a negative Rashba
parameter α. We confirm these findings by a first-principles
calculation of the spin orientation. Employing a simple model
in combination with our calculations, we argue that the sign of
α is determined by local wave-function asymmetries in the
vicinity of the Bi nuclei. Thus, more generally, our study
identifies the sign of the Rashba parameter at surfaces as
an important experimental observable. In particular, when
combined with calculations, it can provide information on
wave-function localization, orbital character, and symmetries
of electronic states. We compare our results for Bi/Cu(111)
with previous investigations on Au(111).15
Noteworthy, the spin-split surface states of topological insu-
lators show related spin orientations as depicted in Fig. 1(b).31
It is conceivable that similar mechanisms as described here for
Rashba-split surface states also have an impact on the precise
spin orientation of these topological states and hence on the
sign of spin currents carried by them.
The Bi/Cu(111) surface alloy forms a Rashba-split surface
state with negative effective mass and mainly Bi spz orbital
character.27,28,32 Similar to Au(111), this spz state shows a
dispersion perfectly matching the one prescribed by Eq. (1):
two parabolic bands shifted in k and circular momentum
distributions (see Ref. 28 for further details). In addition,
another surface state of pxpy orbital character has been found
for Bi/Cu(111). In this paper we will focus on the Rashba
splitting and spin orientation of the spz surface state.
II. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL DETAILS
Spin-resolved and spin-integrated experiments were carried
out at room temperature (RT) using a newly designed SARPES
setup at Chiba University, Japan. The spectrometer consists
of a Scienta R4000 electron analyzer for energy and angular
resolution as well as a Scienta Mott detector operated at
25 keV for the spin analysis. The geometry of the setup
allows for a parallel detection of two components of the
spin orientation, in this case the component normal to the
surface and the in-plane component perpendicular to the wave
vector (henceforth the Rashba direction). We employed a
monochromated Xe discharge lamp (MB Scientific) as well
as a nonmonochromated He lamp as UV-light sources. For
all presented measurements we used excitation energies of
8.44 eV (Xe I) or 21.22 eV (He I). We conducted the
experiments at energy resolutions of ∼50 meV for the ARPES
and 100–160 meV for the SARPES measurements. The
SAPRES spectra were taken with an acceptance angle of
±3◦ for Xe I and ±1.5◦ for He I. The effective Sherman
function for the SARPES experiments was 0.18. Careful in
situ preparation of the single-crystalline Cu(111) substrate by
repeated cycles of Ar-ion sputtering and annealing to ∼1000 K
resulted in a clean and well-ordered surface as verified by
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Spin-integrated photoemission from
Bi/Cu(111) obtained with Xe I excitation. (a) and (b) show the Fermi
surface and the band structure along the ¯ ¯K direction. In (c) we
display energy distribution curves around ¯ obtained from the same
data set as the map in (b).
the photoemission linewidth of the L-gap surface state.33 The
surface alloy reconstruction Bi-Cu(111)(√3 × √3)R30◦ was
obtained after evaporation of 1–2 monolayers (ML) of Bi and
subsequent postannealing at ∼500 K. We verified the qualtity
of the surface by low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) and
ARPES. The base pressure for all experiments was lower than
2 × 10−10 mbar.
The calculation of the surface electronic structure is based
on the full-potential linearized augmented plane-wave method
and density functional theory as implemented in the FLEUR
code.34 The surface was simulated in a slab geometry with
a ten-layer Cu(111) film terminated on one end by the
Bi-Cu(111)(√3 × √3)R30◦ surface alloy reconstruction. For
further specifications of the calculation, we refer the reader to
Ref. 28.
III. SPIN ORIENTATION IN Bi/Cu(111)
We first briefly discuss the spin-integrated electronic struc-
ture of Bi/Cu(111) as obtained with Xe I excitation energy
at RT (see Fig. 2). The band structure along ¯ ¯K and the
Fermi surface (FS) reproduce our earlier results in Ref. 28.
The FS consists of one hexagonal and two circular contours.
Three states labeled in Fig. 2(b) by ascending numbers cross
the Fermi energy at ±0.1 A˚−1, ±0.17 A˚−1, and ±0.29 A˚−1.
We identify the features “1” and “2” with the inner and the
outer branch of the spz surface state. Branch “3” corresponds
to the pxpy state. Note that, despite temperature-induced
spectral broadening, the three bands are still well resolved
at RT. This is particularly evident from Fig. 2(c), where we
show energy distribution curves (EDCs) for emission angles
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Spin-resolved electronic structure of Bi/Cu(111). In (a) and (b) we show spin-resolved energy distribution curves
along ¯ ¯K for negative and positive emission angles. The respective excitation energies are indicated. The spectra in (a) were recorded with an
energy resolution of 160 meV, and the ones in (b) with 160 meV (He I) and 100 meV (Xe I). In (c) we present a first-principles calculation of
the spin-resolved surface electronic structure. (d) shows a high-resolution photoemission map of Bi/Cu(111) (taken from Ref. 28). Additional
markers indicate the peak positions obtained from the spin-resolved datasets in (a) and (b). For all panels the spin-quantization axis is in plane
and perpendicular to the wave vector kx ( ¯ ¯K). Red (light) and blue (dark) symbols correspond to a spin orientation parallel to y and −y,
respectively. In (d) closed (open) symbols indicate data points obtained with Xe I (He I) excitation.
θe around the surface normal in steps of 2◦ (at the Fermi level
θe = 20◦ corresponds to kx = 0.35 A˚−1 for Xe I). The peak
positions are indicated where red (upward pointing) and blue
(downward pointing) markers refer to the anticipated opposite
spin orientations of the spz branches imposed by the Rashba
model. Black (rectangular) markers denote the pxpy branch.
Note that while the inner spz branch shows a fairly symmetric
intensity behavior around ¯, the spectral weight of the outer
spz state is almost entirely suppressed for positive θe. This
is a result of strongly varying photoemission matrix elements
which have been observed for other surface alloys in a similar
fashion.26
Having confirmed the results of previous studies on the
spin-integrated electronic structure, we next present our
experimental findings on the spin orientation in Bi/Cu(111). In
Fig. 3 we show spin-resolved EDCs N↑ (red upward triangles)
and N↓ (blue downward triangles) along ¯ ¯K (kx) for negative
emission angles in Fig. 3(a) and for positive angles in Fig. 3(b).
The spectra were recorded with Xe I excitation except for two
spectra which were taken by He I excitation [see according to
the indications in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)]. Both panels refer to a
spin quantization axis parallel to the y axis (Rashba direction).
Spin up (↑) and spin down (↓) correspond to a spin orientation
pointing in the y and −y directions, respectively. Note that we
use a right-handed coordinate system with the z axis pointing
out of the surface plane toward the vacuum. Considering the
EDCs in Fig. 3(a) for |θe|  8◦ we find peaks in N↑ and N↓
which are separated in energy. Both of them disperse to higher
binding energies for increasing |θe|. By comparison with the
spin-integrated data in Fig. 2 we can associate these peaks
with the inner and the outer spz branch. Hence, we find that
these bands are spin polarized with opposite spin orientations
along the Rashba direction. In the EDCs taken with Xe I for
positive θe in Fig. 3(b) we observe a dispersive feature only
for N↑ which is ascribed to the inner spz branch. We thus
conclude that the inner spz state reverses its spin orientation
for opposite k directions. The absence of a second peak is
attributed to the aforementioned matrix element suppression
of the outer branch. In order to avoid the suppression of
the outer spz branch, we collected additional data using He
I excitation. Note that equivalent wave vectors correspond to
approximately half the emission angle for He I compared to Xe
I. Indeed, the spectra in for He I excitation show an additional
peak in N↓ at lower binding energies which is attributed to
115426-3
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the outer spz state. This confirms that the spin orientation of
the outer spz branch is reversed for opposite k directions as
well. In our measurements of the out-of-plane component of
the spin orientation (not shown) we did not find a significant
spin polarization and it is hence estimated to be smaller
than ∼5 %.
The experimental results on the spin-resolved electronic
structure of Bi/Cu(111) are summarized in Fig. 3(d). We plot
a spin-integrated high-resolution ARPES map obtained with
He I (taken from Ref. 28) and, additionally, the peak positions
obtained from the spin-resolved EDCs in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b).
Again, red (upward) and blue (downward) symbols represent
a spin orientation in the y and −y directions, respectively.
Both datasets show a sound agreement especially for the
inner state whereas the remaining discrepancies are attributed
to the considerably reduced experimental resolution in the
spin-resolved measurements. To conclude, we find a spin
orientation of the spz surface state according to Eq. (2) as
prescribed by the Rashba model. The absolute directions
match those depicted in Fig. 1(b) for the two combinations
(α > 0,m∗ > 0) and (α < 0,m∗ < 0). Thus, given the negative
effective mass of the band dispersion, the experimentally
determined Rashba parameter α for Bi/Cu(111) is negative.
To further corroborate the experimental findings, we con-
sider our first-principles calculation of the spin-polarized
surface band structure [see Fig. 3(c)]. Comparing Figs. 3(d)
and 3(c) we infer that the calculated surface band structure
quantitatively reproduces the experimentally observed disper-
sion. More importantly, for the purpose of the present study,
also the calculated spin orientations of the individual branches
agree with our experimental results and yield a negative α.
IV. SIGN OF THE RASHBA PARAMETER
Based on our experimental and theoretical results, we will
now discuss the origin of the sign of the Rashba parameter and
the corresponding spin orientation. Previous investigations on
the basis of first-principles calculations revealed a markedly
local character of the Rashba effect at surfaces.19 The splitting
size is determined within ∼0.2 A˚ around the nucleus where
the atomic field gradients are largest. Reflecting the broken
structural inversion symmetry, surface states can exhibit
a considerably asymmetric charge distribution around the
atomic nuclei. In fact, such an asymmetry is a necessary
condition for a spin splitting to occur at all. Its precise form has
been shown to strongly influence the magnitude of α.19,25,35
Hence, it is conceivable that also the sign of α is determined
by details of the local wave-function asymmetry in the vicinity
of the nuclei.
To elaborate on this point, we adopt the simple expression
for the Rashba parameter α = 2/c2 ∫ φ2(z)∂zV d3r , suggested
in Ref. 25, assuming a free-electron behavior in the surface
plane and a confined wave function φ(z) perpendicular to the
plane. Note that for a strictly 2D case [φ2(z) = δ(z − z0), with
the Dirac-Delta function δ(z)] the above expression yields the
same definition for α as the one used in Ref. 15, which then
leads to the sign convention in Eq. (2). Close to the atomic cores
the potentialV can be approximated by the bare Coulomb term,
and hence ∂zV is an antisymmetric function with respect to the
nucleus at z = 0. Thus, from the above model, we would expect
a sign change of α depending on whether an excess charge is
localized on the vacuum (z0 > 0) or on the substrate (z0 < 0)
facing side of the nucleus. Keeping this in mind, we next
consider the calculated partial charge density of the spz surface
state at ¯ (see Fig. 4). Figure 4(a) shows a charge line profile
along the z direction and Fig. 4(b) displays a contour plot of
the charge density in the [1¯10] plane. As anticipated, we find
a clear asymmetry of the charge profile along the z direction.
More precisely, we notice an imbalance of the partial charge
close to the Bi nucleus in favor of the substrate facing side
(z0 < 0). For this case we would expect a negative α, which
is indeed what is found by our experiments and calculations.
Hence, taken collectively, our results suggest that the negative
sign of the Rashba parameter in Bi/Cu(111) is related to the
particular imbalance in the charge distribution around the Bi
cores.
It is instructive to compare the present results for
Bi/Cu(111) with the Rashba-split surface state of Au(111). A
(b)
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FIG. 4. (Color online) First-principles calculation of the partial
charge density of the spz state on Bi/Cu(111) at the ¯ point.
(a) One-dimensional charge density profile along the z direction
[(111) direction]. The Bi atom is located at z = 0 and the vacuum
side corresponds to positive z values. The charge was averaged
in the xy plane within an interval of ±0.07 A˚ around the nu-
cleus. (b) Two-dimensional cut through the charge density in the
[1¯10] plane. One Bi atom in the center and two Cu atoms are
indicated.
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previous experimental and theoretical study on Au(111) found
a positive Rashba parameter.15 This result is nicely in line with
our findings here because, contrary to Bi/Cu(111), the Au(111)
surface-state wave function is localized predominantly on the
vacuum facing side of the outermost Au layer and hence the
sign of α is changed.15,25 Note, however, that for Au(111)
with (α > 0,m∗ > 0) the actual spin orientations of the outer
and of the inner branch are the same as for Bi/Cu(111) with
(α < 0,m∗ < 0) (compare Fig. 1).
The particular wave-function localization for Bi/Cu(111)
discussed above can be interpreted as a result of hybridization
of the adsorbate spz orbitals with the underlying substrate
states. This hybridization is directly inferred from Fig. 4(b),
showing high partial charge at the Bi atom but also at
the Cu atoms. The spz surface state is thus involved in
the adsorbate-substrate bonding and consequently strongly
localized between the two. We expect a related behavior for
the isostructural surface alloys Pb/Ag(111) and Bi/Ag(111)
which feature analogous Rashba-split surface states.11,21,36
Our calculations show indeed that the Rashba parameter for
these two systems is negative as for Bi/Cu(111), reflecting
a similar wave-function localization predominantly on the
substrate side of the adsorbate atoms. These considerations
exemplify that the sign of the Rashba splitting certainly bears
information on bonding properties and charge localization in
heavy-element surface and thin-film systems. The findings
are easily generalized to a broader range of systems such as,
for example, monolayer covered semiconductor surfaces with
large spin splittings (see Refs. 12, 24, and 37–39).
Another interesting aspect where knowledge of the sign of
the Rashba parameter may give additional insights concerns
the sensitivity of surface states toward adatom adsorbtion. To
illustrate this we compare previous results on the effect of Xe
adsorption on the surface electronic structure of Au(111) and
Bi/Ag(111). For Au(111) a large change in binding energy
of 150 meV after adsorption of a closed Xe layer has been
observed and attributed to the direct overlap of surface-state
and adsorbate wave functions.40 On the other hand, the
surface state of Bi/Ag(111) is only weakly influenced by a
Xe overlayer, suggesting a considerably smaller overlap.41
At least partly these observations can be traced back to the
different wave-function localization of the two surface states
which is encoded in the sign of their Rashba parameter: The
surface state on Au(111) features a higher partial charge on the
vacuum side of the first layer than Bi/Ag(111), which results
in a stronger interaction with adsorbates.
V. SUMMARY
We have shown that the sign of the Rashba splitting in
surface and thin-film systems is determined by the precise
charge distribution asymmetry of a surface state close to the
atomic nuclei. Thus, the sign of the Rashba parameter contains
information on the real space localization of surface states
which can provide additional insights in adsorbate-substrate
interactions and related mechanisms. Specifically, we find a
negative Rashba parameter for the surface alloy Bi/Cu(111).
This result is explained by the particular wave-function
localization of this surface state which is involved in the
bonding between the Bi adsorbate atoms and the Cu(111)
substrate. It would be desirable to extend the present findings
to more complex systems, such as states with out-of-plane
or other unconventional spin orientations beyond the Rashba
model (see Refs. 32, 36, and 37) as well as the surface states
on topological insulators (see, e.g., Ref. 42).
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